
PROBLEMS OF AIRLINE SYSTEM AND HOW

All airlines are having problems with their Information Technology (IT) systems. In the last year, American, Delta,
Southwest, and United have.

However, Travelers United holds that these IT problems are the fault of the airlines and their contractors. Each
PNR is identified by a five or six digit alphanumeric reference this, together with the passenger name, is all
you need to get into a customer record: Share a photo of your boarding pass on Instagram and your customer
account will be hacked, Mr Boyle warned. They lost millions. Their technology for the most part is reportedly
old â€” they use mainframe computer systems and old green screens to distribute data to travel agents and
airlines. When interacting with an airline about a trip, even via an app, it is generally necessary to enter a
booking reference in order to retrieve all the data. These provide a mechanism for agents and businesses that
were not using NDC channels to avoid the fee and book directly through NDC. Delta's IT problem remains
something of a mystery. Passengers need adequate compensation. Complexity and cost issues limit the number
of revenue-generating and innovative products IAG can undertake. These days, airlines are becoming safer,
more efficient, and more profitable with savvier management teams. Around the world, the number of people
flying increased by 6. What's causing these technology glitches? The number of technology-related outages
among domestic airlines has risen unevenly during the past decade, from three in to six in , with the highest
number being 11 in  More on that in a minute. And while the causes are complex, the contingency plan is as
simple as ever. Airlines don't like to spend a lot of money on technology, so their systems are antiquated
before they receive long-overdue upgrades, say experts. In Lufthansa was the first to introduce a distribution
charge of EUR Plus, compensation to passengers for missed family events, missed connections, and business
events should be paid and required. After repeated airline IT failures, Travelers United called on the airlines to
make their passengers whole and to tell passengers about their rights under international treaties and European
Union rules for international flights. And in June, American Airlines suffered a service outage after a "serious"
computer problem. Here's a closer look a handful of the challenges that plague the airline industry:. Sabre
should pay compensation to the airlines for airline reservation system failures. The global nature of the
industry makes it uniquely vulnerable to a multitude of elements ranging from insufficient infrastructure to
disease epidemics to politics. However, the problems that plague the airline industry have not gone away.
What consumers see on their personal computers has been modified and enhanced by the airlines or online
travel agencies. Then there are also the challenges caused by the world's ever-shifting economic and political
climates. These failures are fully within the control of the airlines and their contractors, like Sabre. The first
problem with current airline systems is the disparate nature of customer records. Passengers should be
properly compensated for IT failures. The airline industry for all of its power and prestige is unique in the
sheer number of factors that could negatively affect its business. In fact, the world's 20 busiest airports , alone,
saw roughly 1. A technical issue with Sabre Corporation was reported to impact major airlines in America and
all travelers. International flight delay compensation through EU rules and Montreal Convention [4. E tickets
essentially only record the point of departure and arrival, the fare and taxes. However, in order to progress
sufficiently to meet the challenges they face, they must also internalise the necessary skills. Although this was
not a problem when the e ticket was first introduced, unbundling of product features and services that used to
be included in the fare has exposed its limitations. It's not just technology. Another consequence is that staff
training is very expensive. They have "incredibly redundant" storage arrays where the transactional databases
running all their operations reside, and that data is backed up in near real-time to multiple locations and
private clouds. The vulnerability of airlines to this multitude of factors has to do with the global nature of the
business. What can you do about a flight delay? The IT infrastructure and systems in the airline industry were
designed around batch processing and physical paper documents. This kind of service failure is similar to
involuntarily denied boarding but without any compensation. Technology "issues" are getting worse A study
conducted by Qualtrics on behalf of Sungard AS , a global IT services company, noted that just a single
outage can drive away a significant number of customers.


